
Fate of Ukraine’s  
Soledar unclear  

 
KRAMATORSK: The fate of Soledar in east 
Ukraine was unclear on Wednesday, with Russian 
mercenary group Wagner claiming to control the 
gateway town while the Kremlin cautioned against 
declaring victory prematurely. 

The Russian defence ministry poured cold water 
on Wagner’s claims saying fighting in the war-bat-
tered salt mining city was ongoing and Kyiv denied 
any Russian takeover. Both Moscow and Kyiv have 
said the battle for Soledar has been long and 
bloody, and its fall to Moscow’s forces would mark 
Russia’s first significant territorial gain in Ukraine in 
months. 

The town in the eastern Donetsk region lies 15 
kilometres (nine miles) from Bakhmut, a larger 
urban hub that Russia has been trying to seize for 
months. The head of Wagner Yevgeny Prigozhin 
claimed in the early hours of Wednesday that his 
forces had “taken control of the whole territory of 
Soledar”. “Urban battles are being fought in the city 
centre,” he added. 

‘Exclusively’ Wagner  
Russian state news agency RIA Novosti mean-

while published a photo of Prigozhin with armed 
fighters, saying it was taken in the salt mines of 
Soledar. But the Ukrainian military said the pictures 
were taken elsewhere and that: “Soledar was, is and 
will be Ukrainian”. 

The Kremlin urged caution on Wagner’s claim 
with spokesman Dmitry Peskov telling reporters it 
was better to “not rush”. “Let’s wait for official 
announcements,” he said. “Our guys are sparing no 
thought for their lives to give these tactical success-
es,” he added. 

The Russian defence ministry said the fierce battle 
was ongoing and Russian “assault squads are fight-
ing in the city”. The competing statements point to a 
fractious Russian force that has been trying to cap-
ture the whole of the Ukraine’s eastern Donbas 
region since failing to capture Kyiv last year. 

Prigozhin this week claimed Soledar had been 
stormed “exclusively” by Wagner units and even 
praised Ukrainian forces for fiercely defending their 
territory. President Volodymyr Zelensky said there 
was a “difficult situation” in the Donetsk region in his 
daily night address on Tuesday. He praised the “brav-
ery” of Ukrainian soldiers defending Soledar. 

Earlier this week he said Soledar had been flat-

tened by fighting: “Everything is completely 
destroyed.” “Even after suffering colossal losses, 
Russia is still maniacally trying to seize Soledar,” 
Kyiv’s defence ministry said late on Tuesday. The UK 
said Tuesday that Moscow’s forces were “likely in 
control” of Soledar.  —AFP
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MERCED: This aerial view shows a flooded neighborhood in Merced, California. A massive storm called a bomb “cyclone” by meteorologists has arrived and is expected to cause widespread flooding throughout the state. —AFP

 

Russia to send  
rocket to rescue  
crew from ISS 

 
MOSCOW: Russia said Wednesday it would send 
a rescue capsule next month for three crew mem-
bers of the International Space Station, after a 
meteorite damaged the spacecraft that was due to 
return them to Earth. The Russian space agency, 
Roscosmos, made the announcement after examin-
ing the flight worthiness of the Soyuz MS-22 crew 
capsule docked with the ISS that sprang a leak in 
December. 

On Wednesday, Roscosmos said the spacecraft 
that was originally set to bring Russian cosmo-
nauts Sergei Prokopyev and Dmitry Petelin and 
NASA astronaut Frank Rubio back to Earth was 
damaged by a small meteorite strike. 

Roscosmos said it had ruled out a technical 
problem as being the cause of the leak. Their space 
capsule will now need to return crewless and a new 
spaceship, the Soyuz MS-23, will be sent to the ISS 
on February 20 to retrieve the trio. “‘Soyuz MS-22’ 
must descend to Earth without a crew,” Roscosmos 
said, announcing the conclusion of a state commis-
sion that weighed how to handle the problem. 

There are currently seven people aboard the 
ISS. With the MS-22 rocket now deemed unfit, it 
means that the ISS has just one “lifeboat” capable 
of carrying four people, in case it needs to be 
evacuated. Roscosmos said any such scenario will 
be considered separately. 

“In the event of particularly critical situations 
on the ISS, the possibility of using the Soyuz MS-
22 to rescue the crew will be determined by a sep-
arate decision of the state commission,” 
Roscosmos added. 

MS-22 flew Russia’s Petelin and Prokopyev, as 
well as NASA astronaut Rubio, to the ISS in 
September. Due to the damage to the space cap-
sule their mission is being extended and they will 
now return to Earth on board the MS-23, 
Roscosmos said without providing more details. 
They had been set to come home in March. 

The vehicle began spraying its coolant into 
space on December 14, with dramatic NASA TV 
images showing white particles resembling 
snowflakes streaming out of the rear. Roscosmos 
and NASA initially said the leak did not pose any 
danger to those on board although it caused tem-
perature spikes. Russian cosmonauts had to post-
pone a spacewalk because of the leak. 

Dispatching a rescue ship to retrieve the three 
crew members means that another three astronauts 
will not go to space as scheduled. Initially the 
Soyuz MS-23 had been expected to take to the ISS 
Russian cosmonauts Oleg Kononenko and Nikolai 
Chub and NASA’s Loral O’Hara on March 16. 

Space expert Vitaly Egorov praised the 
Roscosmos decision. “This is an optimal solution 
for the safety of people and minimising damage to 
the space programme,” he said on Facebook. 
Space has remained a rare venue of cooperation 
between Moscow and Washington since the start 
of the Russian offensive in Ukraine and ensuing 
Western sanctions on Russia. 

The head of the Russian space agency, Yury 
Borisov, in December praised Russia-US coopera-
tion at the ISS following the leak. NASA, which has 
closely monitored the Soyuz systems, is set to brief 
reporters later on Wednesday. 

“NASA and Roscosmos are concluding their 
work together to develop a course of action fol-
lowing the analysis,” the US space agency said. 
The ISS was launched in 1998 at a time of 
increased US-Russia cooperation following their 
Space Race competition during the Cold War. 
Russia has been using the ageing but reliable 
Soyuz capsules to ferry astronauts into space 
since the 1960s.  —AFP

MONTECITO: A major cyclone was set 
to hit the US state of California with up to 
seven inches (18 centimeters) of rain on 
Wednesday, the National Weather Service 
said, after tens of thousands of people 
were placed under evacuation orders due 
to a barrage of storms that killed at least 
17 people. 

On Tuesday, torrential downpours 
caused flash flooding, closed key highways, 
toppled trees and swept away drivers and 
passengers — including a five-year-old 
boy who remains missing in central 
California. Around 66,000 homes and busi-
nesses in the most populous US state were 
without power early on Wednesday, 
according to tracking site Poweroutage.us. 

The new storm will hit northern 
California and is forecast to bring several 
more feet of snow to the Sierra Nevada 
mountains, the NWS said. The NWS 
described an “unrelenting series of atmos-
pheric river events” that is the most power-
ful storm system since 2005. 

“An enormous cyclone rotating well off 
the West Coast will bring the next round of 
heavy precipitation and gusty winds (on 
Wednesday), this time targeting northern 
California,” the service’s latest advisory 

said. California Governor Gavin Newsom 
said at least 34,000 people had been told 
to flee the storms, with more danger 
expected. 

“The fact is that we’re not out of the 
woods; we expect these storms to continue 
at least through the 18th of this month,” he 
told reporters on Tuesday. 

“We now have 17 confirmed — and I 
underscore ‘confirmed’ tragically — just 
confirmed deaths.” The town of Montecito, 
home to Britain’s Prince Harry and his wife 
Meghan Markle, was pounded by rain, 
threatening dangerous mudslides on hills 
already sodden by weeks of downpours 
and sparking an evacuation order. “Because 
the mountains are right there, when it really 
rains, it comes down at a really high rate... 
it’s pretty dangerous pretty quickly,” resi-
dent Daniel DeMuyer told AFP. 

“That’s the price of living in such a 
beautiful place, when it rains like this, it 
causes a lot of destruction.” Montecito, 
where multi-million dollar properties are 
surrounded by breathtaking California 
countryside, is particularly vulnerable to 
mudslides because it sits at the foot of a 
mountain range that was ravaged by fire 
five years ago. 

Hundreds of square miles were 
scorched, stripping the hillsides of the veg-
etation that normally keeps soil in place. 

But an evacuation order for the town — 
home to stars including Ellen DeGeneres, 
Gwyneth Paltrow, Katy Perry, and Rob 
Lowe — was lifted on Tuesday. 

 
Boy swept away  

There were tragedies across the state. 
Authorities in San Luis Obispo County 
called off a search for a five-year-old boy 
because rushing waters were too danger-
ous for divers, Fox News reported, quoting 
a county official. 

The child, who fled with his mother from 
their car as it was inundated by flood 
waters, has not been declared dead. His 
mother was rescued. 

Two motorists died in a crash north of 
Bakersfield after a tree crashed onto a 
road. Destruction was widespread, with 
whole communities flooded in some areas. 

Dominick King said his restaurant in 
Capitola had been wrecked. “It’s a lot 
worse than expected,” he told AFP. 

“All my windows in the back are com-
pletely blown out. All my tables are kind of 
strewn around my floors... and our floors 

had warped, so I guess the waves came up 
from under the building. “It’s not just me, 
the whole block has been decimated.” 

Swaths of the Golden State were under 
flood warnings and forecasters said the 
misery would continue. The extreme 
weather will not be limited to California, 
the NWS said, with the system that caused 
Tuesday’s rainfall working its way through 
the country and likely to cause thunder-
storms over central and southern areas. 

 
Downpours in drought  

Heavy rain is not unusual for California 
during winter but these downpours are 
testing the state. 

They come as much of the western 
United States is more than two decades 
into a punishing drought that has seen 
major increases in the frequency and inten-
sity of wildfires. Scientists say human-
caused climate change, brought about by 
the unchecked burning of fossil fuels, has 
supercharged such wild swings in weather. 

But even the recent rains are not 
enough to comprehensively reverse the 
drought. Scientists say several years of 
above-average rainfall are needed to get 
reservoirs back to healthy levels.  —AFP

Tens of thousands placed under evacuation orders as misery continues

Major cyclone to hit California

KYIV: Relatives of Ukrainian servicemen (POW’s) and civilians 
said to have been captured by Russian forces hold a banner 
with portraits that reads, “Return home the prisoners of the 
12th Brigade” during a rally on Independence Square in Kyiv 
on January 11, 2023. —AFP

Peru president under  
probe after dozens  
killed in protests 

 
PUNO: Peru’s prosecutor’s office on Tuesday said it 
was opening an inquiry against President Dina 
Boluarte and others for their role in the repression of 
anti-government protests that have seen at least 40 
killed since December. The government announced a 
curfew on Tuesday in the southern Puno region in a 
bid to suppress the violent protests, a day after 18 
people were killed there in clashes between demon-
strators and security forces. 

The inquiry is into whether the alleged crimes of 
“genocide, aggravated homicide and serious injuries” 
took place during anti-government demonstrations in 
the Apurimac, La Libertad, Puno, Junin, Arequipa and 
Ayacucho regions. 

Puno, which borders Bolivia and is home to many 
Aymara Indigenous people, has become the epicenter 
of the protest movement against Boluarte by support-
ers of former president Pedro Castillo, who was ousted 
and arrested on December 7. Prime Minister Alberto 
Otarola — who is among those being investigated for 

alleged “genocide”, alongside the interior minister and 
defense minister — said the three-day nighttime cur-
few would run from 8:00 pm to 4:00 am. 

Otarola’s cabinet obtained a vote of confidence 
from Peru’s parliament on Tuesday night, with 73 votes 
in favor, 43 against and six abstentions. Overnight on 
Monday, protesters looted shops and attacked police 
vehicles in Puno. 

Most of the bloodshed there took place when pro-
testers tried to storm the airport in the city of Juliaca, 
which was being guarded by security forces. Fourteen 
people were killed, many having suffered gunshot 
wounds, according to an official at a Juliaca hospital. 

Three more people died during the ransacking of a 
shopping center in the city, while the last victim was a 
police officer who the United Nations said died after 
his vehicle was set on fire. The government has 
defended the actions of security forces in Juliaca, 
claiming those guarding the airport faced down an 
organized attempted “coup” by thousands of demon-
strators. 

But UN Human Rights Office spokesperson Marta 
Hurtado called on authorities “to carry out prompt, 
impartial and effective investigations into the deaths 
and injuries, holding those responsible to account and 
ensuring victims receive access to justice and redress.” 

Protests erupted a month ago when leftist Castillo 
— who was facing several graft investigations — was 

forced from office and arrested on charges of rebellion 
after attempting to dissolve parliament and rule by 
decree. 

Tension had since been mounting in the cities of 
Puno and Juliaca, where a week-long general strike has 
forced businesses to close. Demonstrators have set up 
roadblocks in six of the country’s 25 departments. 
Officials say there are 53 separate roadblocks.  —AFP

JULIACA: Relatives of 18 people killed in clashes with secu-
rity forces wait with empty coffins outside the morgue of 
the Carlos Monge Medrano hospital in Juliaca, southern 
Peru.  —AFP


